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Builders of “real” or physical models are often dismissive of
computer models that exist only in the world of artificial reality. They shouldn’t be, for just as much skill and dedication is
required for their creation as a physical model, and the level
of sophistication achievable even with affordable computers
is now quite astonishing.
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Along the banks of the Maribyrnong River in Essendon may
be found a number of plaques commemorating ships that were
lost in the great 1916 Battle of Jutland. That the ripples from
this violent conflict should reach this relatively peaceful part of
the world and leave their mark ninety-odd years later is a source

of some wonderment to me. Why here, and what is the connection? And was there ever a less aptly named ship than HMS
Invincible?

Take this screenshot from a popular computer game, Silent
Hunter III, for example. Where once simple geometric 2D
blobs represented the machinery of war, here we can distinguish not just ships and aircraft, but types of ships and aircraft,
even particular ships. (Aren’t those Japanese dive bombers
from the carrier Aichi D3s?) There is realistic wave motion
on the sea, the ships trail a wake and can make smoke as they
patrol and fight in their artificial ocean.
If you are without previous experience and want to try your
hand at 3D computer modelling I would recommend Google
SketchUp, which may be downloaded for free from their site:
http://sketchup.google.com/ This simple program is capable
of some excellent results if you are prepared to persevere.
At the design consultancy I once worked at, Sketch-Up was
used extensively for design proposals - it is not just a toy.

Anatomy of a model boat
To the keen scratch-builder of
model boats, any found object
is a potential deck fitting, any
scrap of material a potential
building resource and any plastic funnel or shampoo bottle cap
a potential fibreglass mould.
To illustrate this principle, on
the left I have identified the
origin of some of the features to
be found on Alan’s fishing boat
Glenalbyn.
No doubt there are others that I
have missed, but then it is only
fair that we allow Alan to keep
some of his secrets to himself.

